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A B S T R A C T

Elliott Carter is a twentieth century American composer who 

has written most of his works for choral groups, solo voice, or small 

instrumental ensemble0 His first String Quartet is considered one of 

the most significant modern works in this genre. The texture is pre

dominantly contrapuntal, and emphasizes the independence of line and 

the coordination of unrelated tempos. The work is neoclassic in its 

emphasis on formal structure and its use of classic models. It is 

divided into four movements, which are connected without pause, but 

are clearly defined by contrasting textures. The melodic materials of 

the first three movements are treated independently, but show a like

ness of intervallic and rhythmic structure. There, is a relation between 

fourth and first movement materials. The technique consists primarily 

of the melodic expansion and variation of motivic-like themes. The 

treatment varies in each movement, providing the basis for textural 

contrast. Non-dodecaphonic serialism is employed as a variation 

technique, but serves only a minor function to the development of the 

whole.
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C H A P T E R  I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Purpose of the Study

Since the advent of chamber music, no other group of like 

instruments has attained the popularity of the string quartet. Its wide 

rah.ge of sonority and expressive power, coupled with its potentiality 

for a nearly perfect blend, has undoubtedly contributed to its appeal as 

a m e d i u m  of composition.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze in depth a significant 

string quartet of a contemporary American composer. Although many 

prominent American composers have written string quartets, the two 

by Elliott Carter are believed by some to be the most important works 

in this m e d i u m  since the six quartets of Bela Bartok. A  decision in 

favor of the first quartet was made purely on the basis of the initial 

appeal of the quartet, and the immediate availability of the score and 

recording.

*See e. g. Joseph Machlis, Introduction to Contemporary 
Music ( New York: W. W. Norton Inc. , 1961), p. ,592. Richard Franko 
Goldman, H The Music of Elliott Carter, M The Musical QuarterlyXLIII, 
(April 1957 ), 162. William Flanagan, H Elliott Carter, M International 
Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, 9th ed. , edited by Robert Sabin 
Dodd (New York: M e a d  and Co., 1964%, p. 345.

1
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Background Information

General Sources

Little information regarding the music of Elliott Carter is

available in secondary sources. The most comprehensive sources

dealing with his style and compositions are found in two periodical 
2

references. Brief analyses of some of his works also appear in peri- 
3odicals; however, no analysis of the first quartet’ is available. Brief 

but informative articles can be found in textbooks, encyclopedias, and 

dictionaries, ̂  and there are numerous reviews of performances and 

recordings.

The First String Quartet

The first quartet was written in 1951 while Carter was in Tucson, 

Arizona on a Guggenheim fellowship. It was first performed by the

^Abraham Skulsky, "Elliott Carter, " American Composers 
Alliance, Bulletin III, ( S u m m e r  1953 ), 2-11. Goldman, The Musical 
Quarterly XLIII, 151-170.

__ ?£>ee e, g.., .Richard Franko Goldman, "Current Chronicle, "
The Musical Quarterly XLVI, ( July I960 ),..Michael Steinberg,
"Elliott Carter's Second String Quartet, " Score XXII, (July I960 ),
22-26.

.. ....4See e...g.,, Nicholas Slonrmsky. "Chamber Music in America, "
Cobbett's Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music, 2d ed. , edited by 
Walter Willson Cobbett and Colin Mason (.New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 
1963), III, pp. 178-180. Baker's Biographical Dictionary, 2d ed., 
edited by Nicholas Slonimsky (New York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1958), 
p. 257.
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Walden Quartet of the University of Illinois at Columbia University on 

February 26, 1953. Its first European performance was in the 1953 

International Competition at Liege where it was presented anonymously 

and awarded first prize. The impressions of m a n y  who heard it are 

reflected in the following statement by Richard Franko Goldman. ̂

The 1951 String Quartet carries all of Carter1 s 
technical preoccupations to a logical culmination. This 
work is almost without doubt the most important and 
imposing accomplishment of American Music in the last 
decade; „ * .

Written in a chromatic dissonant style, the work is an imposing 

forty minutes in length. Although a thoroughly modern and experi

mental work, it draws strictly upon the classical repertory of bowed 

and plucked notes. No use is made of special effects. Highly complex 

rhythmic structures are achieved by the combining of unrelated melodies 

moving on different rhythmic planes. In spite of its complexity, the 

quartet is notated in a way which is easily comprehensible to the per

former. Although each voice frequently moves independently, the 

result , never fortuitous, is meticulously controlled by a device which 

Carter has called ^metric modulation. 11 The tempo of each part is 

carefully indicated. Frequent meter changes, minute subdivisions of 

the beat, and various aids in reading, make it possible for the

Goldman, The Musical Quarterly XLIII, 162.
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performers to execute the built-in ritards, accelerandos, and rubatos, 

which vary in each part, with precisiom

Limitations of the Study

This study is concerned basically with the thematic and formal

relationships found in the quartet. Treatment of harmonic elements is

impractical because of the predominantly contrapuntal writing* With

emphasis placed on the horizontal line, the resultant harmonies are not

heard as chord densities, and there are no controlling sonorities which
6outline an harmonic pattern* In the Carter quartet, the elements of

^Edward T. Cone, in speaking of the place of harmonic analy
sis in contemporary music in * 11 Analysis, n Problems of Modern Music, 
ed0 Paul Henry Lang, (New York: W. W„ Norton and Co* Inc. , I960 ), 
pp. 42-43, wrote:

11 The composer can set up arbitrary simultaneities that, 
by their commanding position or by repetition, are accepted 
as the controlling sonorities--the chords--against which 
other tones can function in the manner of traditional non- 
harmonic tones. * o .

. . * only where the contrapuntal aspect becomes so 
strong that every element of each sonority is heard prima
rily as a point in a moving line . . .  is the chordal concept 
seriously challenged. 11

See also Halsey Stevens, ( The Life and Music of Bela Bartok, [New 
York: Oxford Uniy. Press, 1953] , p. 190 ) who wrote:

uThe harmonic idiom of the fourth quartet can hardly 
be called harmonic at all. The coincidence of sounds at 
any point is so completely dependent upon the horizontal 
motion of the voices that it seems illogical to analyze 
it vertically. 11
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form, thematic treatment, rhythm, and texture are so closely 

interrelated, that of necessity, a detailed study of form and thematic 

treatment will also include the most significant aspects of rhythm and 

texture. For example> in the third movement, an improvisatory 

rhythm and perpetual melodic development determine a textural type, 

which in turn acts as .a theme-substitute. Also, the contrast between 

movements is achieved through texture and rhythm changes. The 

texture changes, however, depend primarily on the rhythmic treat

ment of thematic materials. Sectional contrast within movements is 

achieved either by contrasting material, or by a change in rhythmic 

treatment of the material. In this respect, both rhythmic and the

matic material are determinants of the form.

. There are some aspects of rhythm and texture which cannot be 

covered in an analysis of this type. For example, the various complex 

poly rhythms and cross accents, and the constantly changing meter of 

the first movement are mentioned, but not analyzed. In this movement, 

Carter’s concern is not so m u c h  with the rhythmic integration of parts,

^’’Texture” is used to describe the specific acoustical effect 
which results from combining the instruments in different ways. The 
word is used in accordance with La Rue’s description in ”On Style 
Analysis, ” Journal of Music Theory VI, ( Spring 1962 ), 96-97.
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as on the independence of line. Therefore, it becomes m o r e  evident 

that the most important aspects of rhythm must be those which are 

contained within each individual part. A  statement by the composer 

explains his intentions „ H1 regard m y  scores as scenarios - auditory 

scenarios--for performers to act out with their instruments, drama

tizing the players as individuals and as participants in the ensemble,11 ̂ 

For example, in the first movement the most important role of each 

part is as an individual; in the second movement, as a participant in 

the ensemble.

The same can be said for meter. The first movement contains 

more than 120 meter changes, but the function of these changes is more 

to facilitate reading than to establish a pulse. With the exception of 

certain areas of the last movement, pulse has little to do with the bar 

lines. Instead, one must frequently speak of three or four different 

pulses, determined not by the bar lines, but by note groupings and 

articulations.

Biographical S u m m a r y

Elliott Cook Carter Jr. was born in N e w  York on December 11, 

1908, the only son of a nwell to do Manhattan lace

Machlis, p. 594.
8
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importer. " He became interested in music, and played the piano while 

in high school, but although he was encouraged at the time by Charles 

Ives, he did not seriously consider music as a profession. He attended 

Harvard University and received a Bachelor of Arts degree in English 

Literature in 1930. It was during his senior year that he first became 

interested in music as a career, and decided to remain at Harvard as a 

graduate student. In the next two years he studied composition with 

Burlingame Hill, A. T. Davison, Walter Piston, and Gustave Holst.

After receiving a Master of Arts degree from Harvard in 1932, he went 

to Paris, where he studied composition and analysis with Nadia Boulanger 

at the Ecole Normale de Musique.

In 1936 he returned to the United States and settled in N e w  York 

City where he became active as a music critic, and contributed articles 

to The Saturday Review of Literature, N e w  York Herald Tribune, and 

Modern Music. Also in this year he was appointed musical director of

9

9"Elite Composer, 11 T i m e , M a y  28, 1956, p. 48. The author has 
been unable to locate any other information on Carter's genealogy. The 
biographical s u m m a r y  is a collation of materials as follows: Baker1 s 
Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, p. 257. Letter from Helen Carter, 
wife of the composer, M e a d  St., Waccabue, N e w  York, July 5, 1966. 
Gilbert Chase, America's Music from the Pilgrims to the Present (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. , 19.55), pp. 567-568. David Ewen, 
American Composers Today (New York: H. W. Wilson Co., 1949), pp. 
48-49. Goldman, The Musical Quarterly XLIII, 151-170. Flanagan, 
International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians, pp. 345-34.6. Peter 
Hansen, A n  Introduction to Twentieth Century Music (Boston: Allyn and 
Bacon Inc. , 1965), pp. 347-348. Machlis, pp. 588-596. Skulsky, A m e r i 
can Composers Alliance Bulletin III, 2-11. Slonimsky, Cobbett's Cyclo
pedic Survey of Chamber Music III, 179-180.
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the American Ballet Caravan. His compositions from this period 

include several chorale works, a Prelude, Fanfare and Polka for or

chestra, 1938, and incidental music for The Merchant of Venice, also 

1938.

In 1939 he joined the faculty of St. John's College at Annapolis, 

and was appointed director of the music department in 1940. During 

his two year stay he directed*the Glee Club, taught a course in Greek 

philosophy, and planned and carried out a program which integrated 

music with mathematics and physics. While at St. John's he produced 

his first major work, the revised and orchestrated version of the ballet 

Pocahontas commissioned by the Ballet Caravan.

Finding that his duties at St. John's were interfering too m u c h  

with his desire to compose, he moved to Santa Fe with the intention of 

devoting his time exclusively to composition, and it was here that he 

wrote his First Symphony. F r o m  1943 to 1945 he served as music 

consultant for the Office of W a r  Information.

F r o m  1946 to 1948, he taught composition and theory at Peabody 

Conservatory, and in 1948 accepted a position at Columbia University, 

where he remained for two years. Other teaching appointments include 

positions at Queen's College in N e w  York ( 1955-1956 }, ?the: Salzburg 

Seminars in Austria ( 1958), and Yale University ( 1960-1962 ). He was 

also a resident composer at the American Academy in R o m e  from 1962
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to 1963, and in the city of West Berlin in 1964. He is currently living 

in, N e w  York.

Although m a n y  of his works are very difficult, and hot often 

performed, he has been internationally recognized as an outstanding

composer. He has been the recipient of two Guggenheim fellowships?
10one in 1945, and the other in 1950, and has received additional awards 

and honors. The orchestral suite from Pocahontas won the Julliard 

Publication Award in 1941. His Suite for Quartet of Alto Saxophones won 

the Broadcast Music Incorporated Publishers contest sponsored jointly 

by the American Composers Alliance and Broadcast Music Co. in 1939. 

The Holiday Overture won the 1945 Independent Music Publishers contest 

for an orchestral work by an American composer. The Piano Sonata 

was cited by the American Library Association as the best American 

work for piano published in 1948. His First Quartet won the Inter

national Liege Prize in 1953, and his Second Quartet, the Pulitzer 

Prize in I960, and the N e w  York Critics Circle Award in 1961. It.was . 

also voted the best work of the 1960-1961 musical season by the Inter

national Rostrum of Composers in Paris, sponsored by UNE S C O .  In 

1961 he received the Sibelius Medal for Music from the Harriet Cohen 

Foundation in London, and in the same year, had an honorary degree of 

Doctor of Music conferred upon him by the N e w  England Conservatory

It .was during the latter that his First Quartet was written.
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of Music in Boston. In 1965 he received the Brandeis University 

Creative Arts Award and received an honorary degree from Swarthmore 

College. He has been active in the League of Composers, the Inter

national Society of Contemporary Music, and the American Composers 

Alliance. In 1950 he received a special grant from the National Institute 

of Arts and Letters, and in 1956 was elected to membership in the 

Institute.

Stylistic S u m m a r y

The music of Elliott Carter is extremely complex, and shows a 

concern with minute detail. His style is predominantly contrapuntal 

and his treatment one of perpetual variation. Although his early works 

are based on a diatonic modal harmony, as early as 1938 he began to 

show a tendency toward chromatic dissonance, which continues to 

occupy his attention. Another style trait is irregular scansion of 

phrase. This is revealed in his first composition, the incidental music 

for Philoctetes. The work is a monophonic setting of the Greek choruses 

from Sophoclesr tragedy, for men's chorus,, oboe and percussion. His 

appropriate setting shows a thorough knowledge of the irregularities of 

Greek prosody which he studied at great length. The melodic style is 

carried over into his instrumental works.

The influence of Renaissance polyphony is evident in his contra

puntal writing. The use of shifting accents and cross rhythms show a
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relation to the style of the English madrigal. The similarity is 

especially noticeable in Musicians Wrestle Everywhere for mixed 

chorus written in 1945.

Polyrhythms, cross accented counterpoint, and built-in rubato 

of phrases are all characteristic,ref a rhythmic style which he inherited 

from Stravinsky and Bartok. Melodic expansion, frequently in the style 

of a free improvisation shows a relationship to jazz, especially when it 

occurs over a strict rhythmic bass. Some use of non-do dec aphonic 

serialism can be found, but in the works to date it has never been used 

as a generating force. Meter and tempo are sometimes used as form- 

determinate s, several applications of which will be discussed later in 

this study.

Carter's output has averaged approximately one composition a 

year. Most of these are for choral groups, solo voice and accompa

niment, or chamber ensemble. Between the years 1948 and 1952 he 

occupied himself almost exclusively with chamber groups. ̂  His 

published chamber works appear in Table 1. Three chamber works 

from the 1930's were withdrawn. These include a Flute Sonata and two 

String Quartets. (

■^See e. g. , pages 64-65 and pages 77-79.

' ^ T h e  only exception is the Pieces for Four Kettledrums 
written in 1950, to be performed by one person.
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T A B L E  1

P U B L I S H E D  C H A M B E R  M U S I C

Suite for Saxophones 1939 (arr„ for four Bb clarinets in 1957 )

Pastoral for English Horn ( or Viola or Clarinet) with Piano A c c o m p a 
niment 1940 x

Adagio for Viola and Piano 1943 (later arranged for String Quartet and 
called Elegy)

Quintet for Woodwinds 1948 

'Cello Sonata 1948

Eight Etudes and a Fantasy for Woodwind Quartet 1950 

First String Quartet 1951

Sonata for Flute, Oboe, 1 Cello, and Harpsichord 1952 

Second String Quartet 1959



C H A P T E R  II

G E N E R A L  A S P E C T S  O F  F O R M  A N D  T H E M A T I C  S T R U C T U R E

F o r m

The Elliott Carter First String Quartet is organized as a 

complete unite It consists of four contrasting movements joined to

gether without pause. There are two breaks which coincide with the 

divisions in the score. ̂  The first of these occurs near the end of the 

second movement, and the other after the introduction to the fourth 

movement. The organization of the quartet as a whole, and of the indi

vidual movements depends fundamentally upon the interrelationships of

2contrasting textures. The fabric of the entire work is predominantly

^The divisions in the score indicate that the work is divided into 
three sections. The first is labeled ,fFantasia, n the second has no head
ing, and the third is called ‘‘Variations. “ It is the author‘ s belief that 
the second movement begins in measure 356 of the “Fantasia, “ and con
cludes with measure 56 of section II on page 53 ( discussed on pages 63- 
72.-), and that the third movement begins with the “Adagio“ on page 53 
( Section II), and concludes with the second beat of measure 156 of the 
same section (discussed on pages 72-79 j- All further references to 
movements will relate to the authorls division. References to measure 
numbers will be made in terms of the divisions in the score. Exceptions 
will be made when the discussion involves the third movement, an 
“Adagio“ ( contained within section II). References to measures in the 
third movement will be described as being in the “Adagio. “

2Fabric is used to describe the continuing product of the textures 
(La Rue, p. 97).

13
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contrapuntal, but the texture of each movement varies. Rhythmic 

characteristics of themes, the way in which they are treated and c o m 

bined, spacing of parts, and doubling of voices, are all significant in 

determining the textural quality. In the first movement, even-note 

melodies are heard simultaneously on independent rhythmic planes.

The juxtaposition of these unrelated melodies produces a texture which 

resembles four individual pieces played simultaneously. The result is 

a maze of polyrhythms, cross accents, and overlapping phrases.

The second movement is organized as a s cherzo-trio-scherzo- 
3

trio. Two contrasting textures divide the movement into four sections. 

In the two scherzi, tiny, irregular theme fragments arid phrases over

lap, producing a continuous mosaic-like fabric with constantly changing 

rhythm. Contrasting articulations emphasize the independence of line.

The beginnings of the trio sections are characterized by a sudden 

decrease in rhythmic activity and open-spaced chords. ̂  In the first trio 

a gradual accelerando leads to a middle section where brief passages of 

rapid figurations are followed by equally brief passages of slower har

monic movement. In the slower sections, one or mo r e  voices mo v e  a- 

gainst a homophonic background. The trio ends in the slow rhythm with 

which it began. Thus, an "ABA" form is outlined by textural change even * 4

^Discussed on pages 63-65.

4
See example 41.
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though there are no distinct sectional divisions0 The second trio is 

m u c h  shorter, and consists of a single moving voice within a chordal 

setting c

In the third movement, two contrasting textures are heard first 

separately and then combined.5 The first, in an improvisatory style, 

is heard only in the viola and 'cello. . It is characterized by its low 

range and irregular phrasing, and consists of melodic figurations, 

trills, harsh chords, and sudden explosions of sound. The other 

texture is harmonic. . The muted violins play in their upper range in 

sustained, often dissonant harmonies. The dynamic level is consistent

ly low. The prolonged sections of wide spacing which result from the 

combining of two textures in extreme ranges is peculiar to this m o v e 

ment. About three-quarters of the way through the movement a steady 

descent in the violins and ascent in the viola and 1 cello results in a 

reversal in range of the two textural types. ̂

The last movement consists of a juxtaposition of m a n y  contrast

ing textures. Brief unison passages and sections of homophonic writing 

interrupt what is predominantly a contrapuntal texture. Some of the 

homophonic sections are chorale-like, while others are built on rhythmic 

motives.« There are also brief examples of a melody-accompaniment

^Discussed on pages 7 2^7%
6Discussed on pages 74-75,.
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style of writing. Both imitation and doubling occur more frequently in

this movement than at any other point in the quartet.

Since contrasting textures play an important part in the formal

organization, and because some of the most dramatic textural changes
7

occur between movements, to pause at these points would destroy the 

weight of these important transitions. It is probably for this reason 

that Carter delayed the pauses, and inserted them where contrast was 

at a minimum.

Framing the quartet are two solo passages which share the

same melodic material. These sections m a y  be considered cadenzas

in that they contain m a n y  of the ideas which are developed in the body

of the work. The cadenza at the beginning of the first movement is

played by the f cello ( example 1 ). The opening two note chord suggests
8a contrapuntal texture. The upper note, ef, is followed by a rest.

The first phrase proceeds from the lower note. The wide skip and the 

improvisatory rhythm in measures two and nine suggest the character
9,

of the lower voices in the third movement*" The homophonic passage

7
Discussed on pages 51^63 and 81^ I.

^The reference to specific notes, e. g. , E, e, e1, en, is in 
accordance with the traditional designation as describ.edvby Willi Apel 
and Ralph Daniel in The Harvard Brief Dictionary of Music (N e w  York: 
Washington Square Press, 1961), p. 127.

9
Discussed on pages 72-73.
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Example 1. Opening cadenza

which follows hints at the contrast in texture found between the impro

visatory and homophonic sections of the same movement.1® The forte

10Discussed on pages 7 3-74.
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chords of measures five through spven predict the irregularly spaced 

chords which occur in the introduction to the fourth movement, and in 

measures 334 through 368 of the ^Variations. ,f They also appear in 

concentrated groups in measures 275 through 280, and in measures 316 

and 317 of the same movement.

The intervallic structure of the cadenza stresses important 

theme intervals, thereby outlining the basic material from which the 

quartet is constructed. The first two phrases, which extend to the 

eighth rest in measure five, emphasize the major and minor third.

The harmonic interval of a minor sixth ( inverted major third) opens the 

quartet. The lower note, g#, moves down to F. In theory, the interval 

is an augmented ninth, but in sound, a compound minor third. The six

teenth note group of the second measure consists of an ascending minor 

third followed by a descending major sixth (minor third), and an as

cending major tenth (major third). The b^ of the second measure is at 

a third relationship with the G  and f# in the third measure. The lower 

voice ascends a minor third producing the harmonic interval of a minor 

sixth ( enharmonic ally spelled as and f# ) on the third beat. The f# . 

proceeds to an e^ ( minor third, enharmonically spelled). The har

monic interval of the fourth measure is a minor third. The importance

of the third is discussed in later chapters in relation to theme structure

11and treatment.

11See e. g., pages 67 and '82 •
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The harmonic interval on the first beat of the third measure is

a major seventh. Inverted, this becomes a minor second, an impor-
12tant interval in first movement themes. The perfect fifth, from F to

c, in the first measure is heard again in the fourth theme of the first

movement where it is given prominent treatment in the theme exten- 

13sions.

Two portions of the cadenza anticipate actual themes. The 

repeated minor thirds beginning on the third beat of measure seven 

predict the passacaglia theme of the final movement. This theme is 

shown in example 2 below.

Example 2. Passacaglia theme from the "Variations, " measure 2

The quint ole grouping of notes beginning in measure fourteen
14suggests the fifth theme of the first movement and the second of two

^Discussed in pages 27-31.

^ S e e  examples 23, 25 and 26.
14See example 5e.
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prominent motives in the final movement. -*■ ̂  The fourth group of notes 

with intervallic diminution appears in inversion at the beginning of 

this first movement theme. The shape of the second group resembles 

the last movement motive.

The return of the cadenza at the end of the quartet is hinted at in 

the viola in measures 480 through 482 of the "Variations" ( example 3 ).

Example 3. Excerpt from "Variations, " final cadenza

Discussed on pages 90-91.
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Both the wide skip of the first measure, and the rhythm of the third, 

recall the opening measures of the quartet. The melodic shape of the 

brief sixteenth note grouping is the same as the original, but the inter

vals have been condensed. Immediately following this, in measure 483, 

the cadenza is begun again by the first violin. Except for the trans

position and the omission of the rest in the initial chord, the repetition 

of the first two measures is exact. The notation, however, is slightly 

altered. The most striking differences between this version and the one 

at the beginning are the deletions, and the coda at the end. The latter 

cadenza moves directly from the first two measures into the introduc

tion of the upassacaglia motive. 11 In the original statement, this occurs 

in measure seven. , A  second deletion of three beats follows the next 

sixteenth note grouping. In the passage of sixteenth notes beginning in 

measure 491, the second group of five notes is altered, and the fifth 

group of the original is omitted. Measures 494 through 496 bear no 

resemblance to the corresponding measures of the original with the 

exception of the initial decrease in motion. The final eight measures 

form a coda, not present in the earlier example. The only other differ

ences are occasional minor intervallic changes.

The cadenza is heard at only one other time in the quartet. This 

is in the viola in measure 138 of the first movement ( example 4). Here 

it is set against the first, second, and fourth themes. In this statement
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Example 4. Cadenza, as it occurs in measure 138 of the "Fantasia"

it is not the deletions, but the repetitions and additions which distin

guish it from the earlier example. Although the tempo is faster (  ̂ =

60 as opposed to  ̂= 72 ), there are m a n y  rhythmic prolongations. The 

opening is pitched one octave above the original. The initial sixteenth 

note group of measure two is rhythmically expanded. A  g is inserted 

before the homophonic passage. The notes of this passage are also 

expanded. As in the final example, the chords of measures five through 

seven are omitted, but in this case they are replaced by rests.
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Measures 147 through 149 are identical with the original except for the 

omission of the lower two notes of the first chord, a few rhythmic 

changes, enharmonic spellings and octave transpositions. The note i m 

mediately after the chord in measure 150 is transposed down an aug

mented octave, and the arpeggio which follows is at the same pitch as 

the original statement. This arpeggio is heard again, one octave higher, 

beginning in measure 156. Both arpeggios contain rhythmic prolonga

tions. The sixteenth note passage which follows contains both variations 

and additions. M a n y  of the groups which are tonally intact appear at 

pitch levels which are not consistent with the beginning. The first 

quintole group is the same, but a minor third lower. The three 

groups which follow bear no resemblance to the original. The next two 

groups are identical with the corresponding measures of the first ex

ample, but the pitch relatiojmship is one-half step higher than the pre

ceding measures. The group which follows is an addition. The one 

after it is identical to that which precedes the 15/16 measure, but one 

step higher, bringing the pitch back to its original level. The passage 

made up of three note groupings is both extended and varied. The first 

two groups contain one interval change; the third is an addition; the 

fourth is identical to the third of the initial statement. The next two are 

additions, and the last one is varied. In the final measures, the rhythm 

slows in the same proportion as the original, however ih'the
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latter cadenza, it increases again just before the end.

The cadenzas show some experimentation with the relating of

absolute meter speeds to form. The speed of the opening cadenza is

indicated at j - 72. Its return at the end of the composition is at the

same tempo. Such relationships are also evident in the second and

16jffiitedi movements where sectional divisions determine the form.

Thematic Material

The quartet is constructed in perpetual variation with the vari

ation technique differing in each of the four movements. In the first 

movement, this technique is a continual expansion of motivie-like 

themes. In the second movement it is a fragmentation and alteration 

of a seven note motive. In the third movement, two through-composed 

textures function as theme -substitutes. The fourth movement employs 

the variation principle of the Baroque passacaglia. Motives and themes 

drawn from first movement materials are treated in variation over the 

passacaglia theme.

The thematic material in each of the first three movements is 

independent both in character,and in treatment. In the first movement 

there are six themes which are expanded by free development or serial 

techniques. The themes and their extensions are polyphonic ally

16These are discussed in the related chapters.
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combinedo The result is a movement which, while characterized by 

perpetual variation and development, retains a unity achieved through 

repetition of short themes and their characteristic extensions„ The 

scherzo is monothematic6 Eighteen motives are derived from the short 

theme and are given a strict serial treatment. The trio sections are 

constructed of prominent intervals rather than actual themes„ In the 

third movement the thematic material is not ma d e  up of a specific 

arrangement of intervals and rhythms, but rather of two textural ideas 

which are perpetually developed and contrasted.

In the fourth movement a passacaglia theme is heard at various 

tempos against changing rhythmic and melodic patterns. These patterns 

m ake frequent use of two prominent motives and one other theme. All 

of the thematic materials bear a resemblance to first movement themes.

Although most of the themes are independent of one another, 

certain similarities of structure are in evidence. Most of them are of 

limited range, usually not exceeding a fifth, and are motivic rather than 

melodic; that is, they contain six or less notes, and lack rhythmic 

organization. They are constructed of stepwise motion and small skips 

and show no tonal or modal tendencies. The third and descending minor 

second are prominent intervals both in theme structure and in develop

ment. Notes of equal value dominate the thematic material of the three

movements where themes as such are used. With the exception of the
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last movement, recurring thematic statements are almost always at 

relatively the same speed, * *

The focal point of the quartet is the slow movement where con

trasting textures, tempos, and ranges reach a climax. The contrast 

is only bipartite, upper against lower, but in this two part texture, 

two extremes in m o o d  are expressed. The movement is about ten 

minutes in length, balancing the first movement in time, but surpass

ing it in dramatic intensity. The longest movement is the finale which 

takes approximately seventeen minutes. The shortest is the scherzo x 

which lasts approximately five.



C H A P T E R  III

FIRST M O V E M E N T  

F o r m

The first movement, entitled nFantasia, M is, as the n a m e  

implies, a free form. It is developed by an expansion of five motivic 

themes and one melody, and is characterized by repeated rise and fall 

of tension. Eight of these climactic or semi-climactic points are 

reached in the course of the movement. The most significant ones are 

in measure 40 and in measures 204 through 205.^

Near the center of the movement is a section which is dominated 

by a return of the cadenza (measures 138 through 179)° The movement 

ends with a transition passage which serves both as a coda to the first 

movement, and an introduction to the second (measures 350 through 

355).* 2

Thematic Material

The first movement contains six themes, shown in example.5. 

The first theme, only four notes in length, is constructed of two falling

^Others are in measures 80, 105 through 108, 167, 227, 264, 
and 295.

2This is discussed in detail in Chapter IV on pages 61^63.

27
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Example 5. First movement themes 

a. First theme: second violin, measure 12

pi zz.

# 5

-  ••

b. Second theme: first violin, measure 22

c. Third theme: viola, measure 25

d. Fourth theme: 'cello, measure 27
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f. Sixth theme: viola, measure 69 

minor seconds separated by a descending major third. The theme 

actually functions as an~ motiv in that the pair of minor seconds is 

also found in the second, fifth, and sixth themes. Its identity as a 

theme is maintained in that it is always heard pizzicato, and at rela

tively the same tempo. Also, like the other themes, it has its own 

characteristic extension. 

The second, third, and fourth themes are each six notes in 

length. The second and fourth resemble each other by their sustained 

rhythm. The perfect fifth, which serves as the range of both themes, 

becomes significant in the fourth theme where it is used as the initial 

interval. In the second theme, a pair of descending minor seconds 

appears in sequence as the last four notes. It is separated by an 

ascending minor third. 

The third theme is characterized by a scale line progression. 

It resembles the themes discussed previously in that it is short, motivic, 

consists of equal-note values, and proceeds by step and small skip. It 
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covers the range of a fourth, and its widest interval is an augmented 

second ( minor third )»

The fifth theme is made up of twenty notes, covers the range of 

a pnajor seventh, and has a perfect fourth as its widest interval. After 

its initial statement it is never heard in its complete form. Instead, it 

is divided into four groups of five notes each and treated serially ( The 

groups are shown by brackets in example 5e)„ The descending minor

second is present in each of the four segments. In the first set, a pair
• ■ \

of minor seconds appears in sequence, separated by an ascending 

minor third. The pair is identical with that of the second theme except 

that it is transposed down two octaves. The second set has two chro

matic intervals, one ascending, and one descending. Again, they are 

separated by an ascending minor third. The third set begins with a 

minor second and ends with a major third. The fourth set contains a 

major third followed by a pair of minor seconds in sequence separated 

by a descending majqr second. The range of the first two groups, 

considered separately, is a minor third; of the third group, a major 

sixth, and of the fourth group, a minor sixth.

The sixth theme represents a contrast to the other five in that 

it is a complete musical thought with rhythmic organization. It consists 

of unequal question and answer periods, the melodic curves of which are 

characterized by an ascent to the penultimate note, followed by a
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descending minor second. The theme encompasses the range of two 

octaves and a minor third. While it proceeds mostly by step and 

small skip, it does contain two leaps of a major sixth, and one of a 

tritone. The descending minor second appears four times: near the 

beginning, at the height of the phrase (measure 74), and in sequence 

at the end. The theme begins with an appoggiatura-group which varies 

with successive statements.

Treatment of Themes

Each of the first movement themes (the fifth excepted ) recurs 

repeatedly in its original form, and’is usually followed immediately 

either by a brief or extended development. These developments are, 

in most cases, clearly derived from the theme, as regards rhythm, 

instrument, and style; therefore, they will be considered as theme 

extensions. Each theme has its own characteristic method of exten

sion.

First Theme

The first theme appears in its complete form thirteen times. 

Seven of these begin either on the original note of bf, or in octave 

transpositions, The extensions are freely constructed from the two 

intervals of the theme, • ;
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The first statement, at measure twelve, is heard in the second 

violin. It is followed by a two measure extension which begins with a 

progression of thirds, and concludes with a series of minor seconds 

( example 6). The theme is taken up again in the second violin in

Example 6. First statement of theme one

HEME
• \)c £? 0— r

~TTFt-

flL-O
J E

h.

44 1 414.
7 ^ f brfl

St__
y

— - L U — -/ l /-I.
J V

measure twenty-two. The extension of this statement is seven measures 

in length and is constructed primarily of minor seconds separated by 

intervals of varying sizes ( example 7 ).

Example 7. Second statement of theme one

t h e m e
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The next three statements appear in the first violin, and occur 

very closely together ( measures 91, 95, and 100). They are sepa

rated by brief extensions emphasizing the minor second ( example 8 ).

Example 8. Third, fourth, and fifth statements of theme one

!

All but one of the remaining eight examples are heard in the 

'cello. The four note extension of the first of these (measure 144), 

suggests the shape of the last four notes of theme two, and of the 

sequential pair of minor seconds of theme five.

Example 9. Sixth statement of theme one

t h e m e

The example at measure 158 resembles the first statement in 

that its extension contains a progression of thirds ( enharmonic ally
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spelled). At measure 162, the theme is heard one-half step lower, 

followed by a two note extension.

Example 10. Seventh and eighth statements of theme one

___ THEME
© P l z z ~  ^  I---  ^ ___.p— 1 aI V • • 1 i ~ * J /f_v- n r i n rii « , . - r L J K h'i z /! TT V, 1 %  i1 / ‘Z i 1 M

9-- y b
©  \

9*— -3------li-fc — 3— 3 --- -— :— L---

F r o m  measure 169 to 176, four statements occur. In the first 

example there is some flexibility of rhythm. The second, third, and 

fourth statements occur at a slightly faster speed; the second and third 

follow in direct sequence, separated by a major third. The fourth is 

heard in the first violin. The four statements are linked together by 

progressions which emphasize the major third and minor second 

( example 11).

The thirteenth example occurs in the 'cello at measure 178.

The brief extension which follows is not in the same rhythm. It con

tains three thirds and one second ( example 12).
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Example 11. Ninth through twelfth statements of theme one 

Example 12. Thirteenth statement of theme one 

J.J 

~ 18 ~kif~Jn I 

Second Theme 

The second theme is heard in its complete form four times, at 

measures 22, 58, 106, and 144. In the original statement, and in the 

examples at measures 58 and 144, all the notes are of equal value ex-

cept the fifth note, which is one-half as long. In the example at meas-

ure 106, all the notes are of equal value. The most significant interval 

of its extension is the minor third. 

The extension of the first statement (measure 22) consists pri.:. 

marily of descending minor thirds (the first interval is enharmonically 

spelled as an augmented second). The last two notes form an inversion 
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of this interval. The first three notes of the extension contain the 

same intervals as the first three notes of the theme in retrograde.

Example 13. First statement of theme two

THEME

In the second example, the notes of the extension do not retain a 

rhythmic relationship with the theme.

Example 14. Second statement of theme two

THEME

The extension of the measure 106 example lengthens the theme 

by twenty-four measures. In the extension there is one statement of

the first four notes, and two of the last three notes. The six measures
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which follow the last partial statement retain a rhythmic relationship 

with the theme, but lose the intervallic relationship.

Example 15. Third statement of theme two

THEME

FIRST FOUR NOTES

LAST THREE NOTESLAST THREE NOTES

The final statement of this theme begins only a few measures 

later (measure 144). The five note extension contains three des

cending minor thirds (example 16 ).

Third Theme

The third theme makes seven appearances. In two of these 

there are minor changes in the direction or size of the intervals. The 

theme differs from those discussed previously in that it has no
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Example 16. Final statement of theme two

0
t h e m e

%

I
JUl.

characteristic type of extension. If any one description can be applied 

to the theme developments, it is that they seem to embody the spirit 

of perpetual variation, which, as has been noted, characterizes the 

entire quartet. An  analysis of the theme points up various character

istics which can be found in the theme extensions:

1. There is a four note scale line which is frequently expanded 

to five, six, or more notes.

2. The motion in one direction, outlined by these four notes, 

often appears in a series of notes of varying interval sizes.

3. There is a leap of an augmented second in what is otherwise 

stepwise motion. The numerous wide leaps in the extensions can be 

interpreted as an expansion of this interval.

4. A  characteristic shape is outlined by the last three notes. 

This shape consists of one and one-half steps in one direction and a 

step in the opposite direction.
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The brackets in the examples will help to point out these 

characteristics.

The first example, at measure twenty-five, is extended nine 

and one-half measures. The scale line at the beginning of the theme 

makes several reappearances. At measures thirty-one and thirty-two 

there is a progression of minor and major thirds. Wide leaps including 

intervals through a minor tenth interrupt what is predominantly motion 

by step or small skip.

Example 17. First statement of theme three

The section from measures fifty through seventy-four contains 

material in all four instruments which is an outgrowth of three state

ments of the theme at two different speeds. This material is heard 

against varied forms of the fifth theme in measures fifty, fifty-three,
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and fifty-four,  ̂ against the second theme and its extension in measures 

fifty-eight through seventy-one,^ and against the initial statement of the 

sixth theme in measures sixty-nine through seventy-four.^

The first of this series of statements appears as a rapid triplet 

figure in the first violin. There is a change in the direction of the last 

two notes ( example 18). The first violin continues with a development

Second statement of theme three

THEME

of this triplet pattern, but no more statements of the third theme are 

included. The triplet figure is occasionally heard in one of the other 

instruments through measure seventy-five. In measures fifty-three 

and sixty-six it is heard in the viola, anticipating the appoggiatura- 

group of the sixth theme.&

-

Discussed on page 50.

^Discussed previously on pages 35-36.
5Discussed on page 57.

6
Discussed on page 56.
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The second statement of this series, or the third statement of 

the theme, appears in the viola in measure fifty-one. The first note 

is tied to a note in the preceding measure. It is repeated in the 'cello 

in measure fifty-three, and extended in both the viola and 'cello i m 

mediately following the statements. In measure fifty-eight of the 

extension, carried on by the viola, rhythmic changes begin to appear, 

anticipating the flowing melody of theme six, which grows directly out 

of this extension.

Example 19. Third and fourth statements of theme three

3
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The fifth statement of the third theme appears in the viola in 

measure 121. The extension is brief, and is made up primarily of 

minor seconds and minor thirds. 

Example 20. Fifth statement of the third theme 

At measure 131, an altered form of the theme is heard in the 

viola. The third interval is expanded to a minor third, raising the 

last half of the theme one-half step. The extension contains many 

disjunct intervals. The second and third characteristics, of those 

listed on page thirty-four, are most evident. (example 21 ). 

The final example appears in the 'cello in measure 312. The 

thirty-three measure extension emphasizes all of the characteristics 

listed on page thirty-four. Measures 318 and 319 are constructed of 
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Example 21. Sixth statement of the third theme

t h e m e

disjunct intervals. Wide leaps appear throughout the extension. The 

shape of the last three notes is evident in measures 314, 315, 323, and 

329. There are several scale line progressions, the longest of which 

occurs in measures 336 through 339. Progressions of notes in one 

direction with various interval sizes can be found in measures 341 and 

342, and in measures 345 and 346 ( example 22 ).

Fourth Theme

The fourth theme resembles the second by its slow rhythm. It 

occurs tonally intact four times, complete, but with interval changes 

six times, and in part, nine times. The first statement occurs in 

measure 27. Unaltered statements appear in measures 108, 119, 

and 282.

In successive statements of the themes, a change in the rhyth

mic relationships between notes is rare. With the fourth theme, the
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Example 22. Final statement of theme three 

rhythmic relationship changes with each statement. In Table 2, the 

respective note lengths in each of the complete examples is shown. 



Because of the sustained quality, the alterations are not apparent to 

the ear.
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T A B L E  2

T E M P O  A N D  R E S P E C T I V E  N O T E  L E N G T H S  O F  E A C H  O F  T H E  
C O M P L E T E  S T A T E M E N T S  O F  T H E  F O U R T H  T H E M E

Measure
numbers

Beats in terms of quarter notes for each 
of the six notes of the theme

1 2 3 4 5 6
Metronomic
markings

27 2 i 21 21 21 21 2 J = 120
108 5 i 51 51 51 2f 51 J = 135
119 5 i 51 5 i 2* 21 51 J = 135
195 2 2 2 2 2 C\J J = 168
282 8* 71 6 6* 61 51 J = 160
296 2* 21 5 21 21 5 J = 120
.301 5 5 5 31 31 31 J = 120
312 7 * 7* 31 31 31 31 J = 180
329 l i 3* 31 31 31 31 J = 180
338 3 3 3 2} 21 2 J = 180

Treatment of the theme includes both serial techniques and 

emphasis on intervallic structure, with special importance given to 

the perfect fifth. Frequently the direction of intervals is changed, 

and the fifth is often inverted to form a fourth.

The first two statements ( measures 27 and 32 ) are heard in 

succession in the 1 cello, separated by two notes which form a perfect



fifth. In the second statement, the last note, an E#, is missing; 

however, it is present three octaves higher in the first violin, en- 

harmonically spelled as an F. The 'cello line continues with the first 

half of the theme in retrograde inversion. The major third is changed 

to an augmented second (minor third). The first half of the theme is 

heard again in measure 47.

7Example 2 3. First two statements of theme four

46

THEME

FIRST HALF R l *THEME

The next complete statement appears in the * 1 cello in measure 

108. It is preceded by the first half in retrograde with the direction 

of intervals treated freely, as is frequently done with this theme. An 

ascending minor third and a descending whole step separate this c o m 

plete statement from the next, which begins at measure 119. The six

In this, and succeeding examples, R stands for retrograde,
I for inversion, and RI for retrograde inversion. Altered examples 
are starred.
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measure extension contains a minor third, minor second, and an 

augmented ninth ( compound minor third).

Example 24. Second and third statements of theme four

FIRST HALF IN R1 THEME(ToT) /-F5p=3 = - --hi-- --:-- ^ -- #  _
r— P-Jz

y j ' 1? LF-,g

In measures 190 to 197 the 'cello hints at the fourth theme in a 

passage which emphasizes the leap of a fourth. At measure 194, the 

second violin states the first half, and at measure 195, takes up a 

retrograde form of the theme in which the direction of the intervals 

is altered and the major third becomes a minor third. The last note 

is transposed down an octave to the 'cello, which continues with two 

sets of the first four notes. The first of these is in retrograde. The 

direction of intervals is treated freely, and the fifth is inverted to a 

fourth. Three measures of free treatment of theme intervals follows.
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Example 25. Fourth statement of theme four

t h e m e  R*FIRST HALF J.J-J FIRST

FOUR NOTES R* FIRST FOUR NOTES

x-e— tX • w-A -P- -A* ft-im.■AX-i- ' l.ZN TL->3t... ‘3 .ixP" r r r r x ^ ® ------ 1---it-K ---ri ---- y— --- --- --------- f
^ --- 1--------

F r o m  measure 282 to measure 347 there are only six measures 

which do not contain some form of the theme. This series of state

ments heard in the viola is shown in example 26. It begins with three 

complete statements ( measures 282, 296, and 301). In the example 

at measure 296, the first half of the theme is inverted and the second 

interval is changed from a major third to a minor third. The third 

example ( measure 301 ) is in retrograde, with the first half in inver

sion. The third note ascends a minor second instead of the major 

second found in the original. A  three note extension connects this 

with another inverted and varied form (measure 312 ). Again it is the 

third note which is altered. The major third is reduced to a minor 

third, and changes direction. The last note of this example begins 

another partial statement (measure 322 ). A  complete, but partially
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Example 26. Fifth through ninth statements of theme four 

THEME 

inverted form begins in measure 329. The major third is again 

changed to a minor third. From measure 338 to measure 343, there 
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is a series of notes containing all of the intervals of the fourth theme, 

but in no particular order. The major third is enharmonically spelled 

as a diminished fourth. Four notes connect this with a final statement 

of the first half of the theme (measure 446 ). An extension built pri

marily of major and minor seconds and thirds concludes the series.

Fifth Theme

The serial treatment of the fifth theme is m u c h  more consistent,

resembling that used by Schoenberg in his serial works. The theme is 

divided into four equal segments which are freely interchanged, and 

heard in the various contrapuntal forms. The entire theme, in its 

original form, appears only once. This statement is in the second 

violin in measure forty-one. The theme is first heard in its entirety, 

and then in fragmented form for an additional ten measures ( example 

27 ) o The even note pattern, set up by the quintole grouping, is broken 

at measure fifty, where intervening half and whole notes interrupt the 

theme fragments.

At measure 181 the theme, disguised in a triplet rhythm, is 

heard in the 1 cello. Initially, the four segments appear in order, each 

in its original form; however, the.interval relationship between seg

ments is altered. The second segment is raised a major third. The

^The numbers above or below the brackets indicate the frag
ment. The letters stand for the contrapuntal form as described in the 
footnote on page 46.
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2
Example 27. First statement of the fifth theme

K ~ 5 .. - .. 1 ■ l - 1
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i
third segment is raised an additional tritone. The fourth segment re

tains its original intervallic relationship with the third. In the m e a s 

ures immediately following, the theme fragments are interchanged 

(example 28a). In measure 188 (the last measure of example 28a), 

the first group is heard simultaneously at two different tempos ( ex

ample 28b).

At measure 267 the first and fourth segments are disguised in 

a new setting. First appearing in the viola and then in the second 

violin, they are treated in counterpoint with a new melody. Independ

ence of line is lost by the rhythmic doubling of parts, which fluctuates
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Example 28. Second appearance of theme five

a. "Fantasia, " measure 181

b. "Fantasia, " measure 188

between measures. The fragment in measure 270 is altered by octave 

displacement of the first note ( example 29a). At measure 280 the 

same two fragments are heard again, first in solo texture, and then 

in a setting similar to that of measure 267 (example 29b).

In measures 300 through 303, portions of the theme are treated 

simultaneously in the two violins and 'cello. A  strict serial treatment
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Example 29. Treatment of first and fourth segments of the fifth theme 

a. "Fantasia, " measure 267

Fantasia measure 280

of the theme is given to the first violin, while in the other two voices 

the fragments are separated by free groups. In measure 300 the 

original and retrograde-inverted forms of the first group appear 

simultaneously. The last note of the retrograde form is transposed 

down an octave, and the minor third is changed to a major third. In 

measure 301, the second group in inversion and the fourth group in 

retrograde are heard together. Interval changes occur in the fourth
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group. In measure 302 the first and second groups in their original 

form are heard together ( example 30 ).

Example 30. Fifth theme groups treated homophonically
1 Rl

The final treatment of the fifth theme fragments begins in 

measure 313. They are given a strict serial treatment through m e a s 

ure 344. Only three of the groups are altered. A  free variation of the



theme continues for six more measures, with only one of these 

measures containing an actual theme group ( example 31 ).

Example 31. Final treatment of the fifth theme
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Sixth. Theme

The sixth theme is heard in its complete form three times, and 

once in part. The extensions are a free development of the theme, 

and emphasize various parts of it. The major sixth and the minor 

sixth ( enharmonic ally spelled as an augmented fifth in the seventh 

measure of the theme), are important theme intervals. They form a 

contrast to what is predominantly a progression of stepwise motion 

and small skips. These intervals are emphasized in three of the
V • ; i

extensions. Rhythmic organization, characteristic of the theme, is 

also noticeable in the extensions.

The first statement, which appears in the viola at measure sixty- 

nine, is anticipated in the same instrument in a freely developed

9melody commencing at measure fifty. The melody encompasses the 

third theme (measure fifty-one) and shows traits of being an exten

sion of this theme as well as an anticipation of the sixth. Both share 

an ascending scale line, which appears with intervallic expansion in 

measure fifty-two (viola), and measures fifty-four and fifty-five 

(viola and fcello). The first hint of the sixth theme is the triplet 

figure in the viola at measure fifty-three. The figure suggests the 

app’oggiatura-group with which the theme begins. A  second sugges

tion of the theme appears in measures fifty-six through sixty-three 

(also in the viola). It consists of a group of notes in which the

Q
Page 41, example 19.
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penultimate note is twice as long as the others. This rhythmic group, 

shown by brackets in example 32a, is emphasized through repetition. 

The figure occurs in the theme in measures seventy-two through 

seventy-five (example 32b ). In the theme, the penultimate note is one 

Example 32. Two excerpts dealing w ith the sixth theme 

a. "Fantasia, 11 measure 55 

rn~if4nr#rl$~rJ 1racl:D FE 1i:rr1lrlr-48 
. ~· 

RPr r #r 1 • J r 1 r 
b. "Fantasia, 11 measure 72 

and one-half times as long, but its position at the height of the phrase 

gives it the same importance as the corresponding note in the sequence. 

The theme is predicted once more in measure sixty- six, with an eighth 

note triplet figure suggesting the appoggiatura-group. 

The first appearance of the complete theme is in measure sixty-

nine. The extension emphasizes a gradual ascent followed by a leap 

in the opposite direction. The leap is frequently a sixth. This 
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material is a variation of measures seventy-two through seventy-five 

of the theme ( example 3 3 ) . 

Example 33. First statement of the sixth theme 

The second statement appears in the first violin in measure 112. 

Although notated differently, the pulse is the same as the previous 

example. The theme is introduced with .a seven note appoggiatura-group. 
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Measures 123 through 126 emphasize the two-to-one rhythmic 

relationship discussed on page 56. The extension contains frequent 

leaps of a sixth. 

Example 34. Second appearance of theme six 

A varied and partial statement of the theme occurs in measure 

181. A three note appoggiatura-group is followed by the first five 

notes of the theme. A minor sixth in measure 182 replaces the major 

sixth of the original. The extension emphasizes stepwise motion 

( example 35 ) . 

The last example is heard in the second violin in measure 311. 

The final two measures of the theme are treated in variation in meas-

ures 329 to 331, 340 to 341, and 343 to 344. The leap of a sixth appears 
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frequently throughout. Measures 332 through 336 bear a strong 

resemblance to measures 123 through 127 of example 33. 

Example 35. Partial and varied statement of theme six 

Example 36. Final statement of theme six 

1 THEME 



C H A P T E R  IV

S E C O N D  A N D  T H I R D  M O V E M E N T S

Transition from the First to the Second Movement 

The transition passage which connects the first and second 

movements * serves both as a coda to the first movement, and an 

introduction to the second. The four voices, which have been moving 

on independent rhythmic planes at the end of the first movement, 

change character one at a time, so there is no precise m o m e n t  where 

the first movement ends and the second begins. The first instrument 

to change character is the 'cello. In measure 347, the rhythmic bass 

which began in measure 312 is replaced by a high d# pedal. The 

pedal is sustained through the transition and into the second movement. 

The faster tempo of the second movement ( "Allegro scorrevole" ) is 

first established by the second violin which changes character in m e a s 

ure 349. It is assumed by the viola at the end of measure 351. The 

first violin drops out at this point, delaying its re-entry until the first 

measure of the "Allegro scorrevole" where it introduces the theme 

( example 37 ). The melodic and rhythmic repetition of the individual

The second movement begins on page 34 with the "Allegro 
scorrevole. "

61
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Example 37. Transition between the first and second movements 

~A- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j 
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A l l e g r o  s c o r r e v o l e

parts over thirty measures, the extended passage of complex poly

rhythms, the wide expanse of the quartet range and the narrowing of 

this range to its upper portion in the final four measures, produces an 

intensity which reaches a climax in measure 349. The climax is not 

fully realized until the second violin, with the new tempo, begins the 

rapid but jagged descent which ends six measures later with the be

ginning of the "Allegro scorrevole. " The transition represents one 

of the most dramatic character changes in the quartet.

Second Movement

F o r m

The second movement is a scherzo-trio-scherzo-trio. ̂  Its 

organization is symmetrical. The first scherzo and final trio are

^First scherzo ( 356-378 of the "Fantasia" ), first trio ( 379- 
442 ), second scherzo (442-539, 1-31 of section II), second trio (31-56).
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extremely short, lasting less than a, minute each. The two middle 

sections are quite extended, and also approximately balance each other 

in length.

The most intense section is the first trio, which in itself out- 

lines an A B A  form. Two sections of sustained note values frame a 

longer middle section of rapid scales and melodic figures made up 

mostly of intervals of a fourth or smaller. As in the transition be

tween movements, the division is characterized by an overlap of the 

two styles. This middle section (measures 400 through 426) alter

nates moments of tension and release. At the beginning of the first 

trio, staggered entrances at irregular intervals occur in sustained 

rhythms. Beginning in measure 391, the entrances begin to occur 

closer together, producing an accelerando. A  corresponding retar- 

dando occurs at the end of the B section.

Both the sectional construction of the movement and the A B A  

construction of the first trio are further exemplified in Carterfs use of 

metronomic speeds. Throughout the scherzi, all four voices move at 

the tempo J = 135. The sudden contrasts at the beginnings of the trio 

sections are achieved by sustained note values and phrases which 

overlap the bar lines. Initially there is no change in meter speed, 

thahishithe trio sections both begin with the tempo indication of 

J = 135. Contrary to the actual increase of motion in the music, the
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metronomic markings indicate a slowing down. In measure 393, a 

quarter note equals MM. 108; in measure 405, MM. 90 ( n. ::: 72 or 

J = 90 ); and in measure 413, MM. 72. In measure 419 the limeter 

tempo" returns to J = 90 ( n.= 72 ), and in measure 425, which nearly 

corresponds with the return of the A section, J = 135 ( J • = 90 ). 

Although the metronomic markings indicate a change from fast 

to slow', and back again, the actual pace of the music moves in the 

opposite direction. The A: sections roughly correspond to those parts 

of the trio where a quarter note equals 135; the B sections to the areas 

where the changes take place. 

The metronomic speed of the second trio shows a consistent 

decrease. It begins with a quarter note equal to MM. 135. The value 

of the quarter note changes to MM. 108 in measure forty-three, and 

MM. 72 in measure forty-eight, 3 nine measures before it merges into 

the "Ad agio. 11 

Thematic Material 

The movement, divided into four sections by sudden textural con-

trasts, uses a seven note motive as a unifying factor ( example 38, letter 

a). In the scherzi .the motive, which includes all the intervals from a 

3
The score contains an error in the numbering of measures. 

What is indicated as measure forty-five is actually forty-three. 



Example 38. Second movement motive and its derivatives 

minor second to a perfect fourth, is given a very compact type of 

66 

II 

II 
I 

II 

serial treatment. Eighteen different note groupings are derived from 

it by isolating all possible combinations of successive notes with the 

exception of the major second (second and third notes). Single notes 

are also used. The theme and its derivatives are shown in example 38. 

The two scherzi are completely constructed from these nine-

teen motives, all of which appear in the various contrapuntal forms. 

The fragments are easily recognizable, for they are quite consistently 

separated by rests. The segments are rapidly exchanged between the 
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four voices in imitative counterpoint. A n  emphasis on the third is 

again evident. The original motive contains two minor thirds (d#' to 

f#', h*3' to gr ), and a major third (a1 to f ). The first appears alone 

as motive q, the second as motive s. The b*3' to g', and the a' to f1 

appear in sequence as motive k. This sequential pattern of thirds is 

found again in motive f, preceded by a minor second, and in movtive c 

where the first three notes outline another minor third. This three 

note pattern (f#' g#' a1 ) appears as motive m. In motive h it is heard 

followed by a descending major third. In motive g it is preceded by an 

ascending minor third. Motives b, d, and e incorporate both the three 

note pattern (f#' g#' a1 ), and the ascending and descending thirds.

A  similar use of the major and minor third m a y  be found in other 

motives. Only motives r and t do not ma k e  use of them. Example 39, 

taken from the first scherzo, shows the characteristic construction.

The first few measures of both scherzi use the same theme 

fragments;*^ however, the instrumentation, range, articulation, and ' 

spelling vary, as does the sustained,note in the 'cello. The opening 

measures of each scherzo are shown in example 40.

The trio sections make no use of the theme groups. Instead 

they emphasize the intervallic construction of the theme. At the be

ginning of the two trios, staggered entrances outline these intervals in

^One exception occurs: In the third measure of the second 
scherzo, r is substituted for 1.
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Example 39. Excerpt from the "Fantasia, " measure 363 
5 
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'expansion producing the only examples of pointillistic writing in the 

quartet. The ope~ing measures of the two trios are shown in example 

41. In the second trio, the open-spaced chords accompany a very 

5 The letters above the brackets refer to the primary motive and 
its derivatives, as shown in example 38. 
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Example 40. A  comparison of the opening measures of the two scherzi

a. First scherzo

b. Second scherzo



Example 41. Opening measures of the two trio sections 

a. First trio
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b. Second trio 
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disjunct viola line. The intervals, outlined by the sustained notes, 

condensed to within an octave, and notated in quarter notes are shown 

in example 42. The intervals are out of order, and there are several 

Example 42. Comparison of the scherzo motive with the condensed 
intervals of the sustained notes in the opening of the 
trio sections 

a. Scherzo motive 

b. First trio intervals c. Second trio intervals 

II 



that.are spelled differently. Only one interval is changed in each 

example.

In the remainder of the first trio, and throughout the second, 

an even greater freedom is attained. The process of continual vari

ation, in evidence throughout the quartet, reaches a climax in these 

sections. The intervals of the theme (minor and major second, minor 

and major third, and perfect fourth), in their inverted forms 

(inverted-r-major .and minor seventh, major and minor sixth, and 

perfect fifth), -include every possibility except the tritone. With the 

emphasis on intervallic structure rather than sequence of intervals, 

an unlimited freedom is possible. Even the tritone is used quite fre

quently. In the second trio the intervals outlined in the sustained 

voices include several tritones, one of which is sustained for almost 

four measures (measures 38-42 in the 1 cello).

Third Movement

72

Thematic Material

In the third movement, ̂  an 11 Adagio, u textures rather than 

note and rhythm arrangements, are used as theme-substitutes. The 

movement contains two distinctly different textural types. The first, 

which will be referred to as Texture A, is presented exclusively in the

^The third movement begins with the "Adagio, " page 53.
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lower instruments and consists of short irregular motives, trills, 

turns, and sudden explosions of sound ( a sampling of this texture is 

shown in example 43a ). The second type, Texture B, is introduced in 

Example 43. Two third movement textures used as theme-substitutes 

a. Texture A 

,-·· _-t• r 

b. Texture B 
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the violins and taken up .only briefly near the end of the movement by 

the lower instruments ( example 43b ). It consists of muted, sustained 

harmonies which are often dissonant. M u c h  of it is played in the upper 

range of the violins. Both textures are characterized by continual 

development.

F o r m

The two contrasting textures divide the movement into six 

sections, of which the first three and the last are between forty-five 

and sixty seconds in length. The fifth section is about twice as long, 

and the fourth section about four times as long. In the first three 

sections the textures are heard independently. In the fourth section 

(measures 85 through 125 ), they combine, and in the fifth section all 

the instruments share Texture B. In the final section (measures 

147 through 155 ), the conflict of textures returns. The division be

tween the first four sections is clearly defined, while the last two are 

merged together. The form can be described as ABA(AB)B(AB).

The climax of the movement is reached in the fourth section.

At the beginning of this section there is an extreme contrast in range 

between the two textures. A  gradual descent in the violin line begin

ning in measure ninety-eight is accompanied a few measures later by a 

greater intensity in the lower voices. This is achieved by a more 

rapid declamation of notes, higher dynamic level, and wider range.
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Beginning in measure 107, the high notes of the viola and 'cello often 

sound above the violins. Also at this point, and continuing through 

measure 118, the minor second becomes an important harmonic inter-

val. It is heard almost continuously at different pitch levels in the low 

range of the violins. The climax is reached in measures 120 and 121. 

Wide leaps, broken chords, and polyrhythms, characterize the two 

lower voices, while the violins sustain a perfect fifth. 

Example 44. Excerpt from the "Adagio, " measures 120 and 121 
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Although the muted, tranquil quality of the fifth section is that 

of Texture B, the writing is predominantly contrapuntal, and the tessi-

tura much lower than other sections of exclusively B texture. A por-

tion of this section is shown in example 45. In measure 138, the first 

violin begins a gradual ascent, so that when the viola and 1 cello resume 

Example 45. Excerpt from the "Adagio, " measures 133 through 136 
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their improvisatory style (measure 147 for the 'cello; 149 for the 

viola), the quartet range is again extreme. In the final bars of the 

movement (measures 153-155) a sustained minor second followed by a 

minor third (example 46) is sounded alone in the extreme upper range 

of the violins. In measure 155 the first violin begins the fourth move

ment with a rapid scale passage characteristic of the introduction to this 

movement. The second violin, however, continues on in the style of the 

third movement for an additional two and two-thirds beats. The result 

is an elision between the two movements ( example 46 ) . 

Example 46. Elision between the third and fourth movements 
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The third movement, like the second, shows a relationship 

between meter and form. Each of the two textures is characterized by 

a precise metronomic speed. In the improvisatory textures, an eighth 

note equals M M .  72 ( = 36). In the harmonic textures, a dotted

quarter note is equal to M M .  36. The relationship appears to be a 

simple 2:3, but because the phrasing of both parts is independent of the 

bar lines, this is never evident. The two textures are further distin

guished by conflicting meter signatures. . The improvisatory sections 

use the quarter note as the basic unit; the harmonic sections the eighth 

note.
7In section five, where the four voices combine in Texture B, 

the quarter equals M M .  54. This corresponds to a dotted quarter being 

equal to M M .  36, or the tempo of Texture'B. The value of the eighth 

note remains constant. That the metronomic markingffdr section five 

should be different from other sections of B texture is in keeping, with 

the formal aspects of meter. The texture, although type B, differs 

from others of its kind by its contrapuntal writing and moderate range. 

Wh e n  the lower instruments return to the improvisatory style, the 

quarter note again equals M M .  36. The sections and their corresponding 

textures and metronomic speeds are shown in Table 3.

?The section begins at the end of measure 125, but the entrances 
are staggered. The viola enters in measure 133, and the 'cello in 
measure 136. The metronomic marking changes in measure 128.



Sec-
tion 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

TABLE 38 

THIRD MOVEMENT· TEXTURAL TYPES 
AND THEIR RELATED SPEEDS 

Metronomic 
Measures Textural types speeds 

57-66 A-improvisatory } = 72 

67-76 B-harmonic J. = 36 

77-84 A-improvisatory ) :;: 72 

85-125 AB-combined A J = 72 
' 

B)'= 108 

125-147 B- contrapuntal J = 65 

147-155 AB- combined A J = 36, B ) = 108 
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Related 
values 

J = 36 

1'= 108, .i =54 

) = 108 

8In section five the indication of J = 54 in all voices does not 
occur until the change to 4/4 meter in measure 128; however , the upper 
voices have already been moving at this tempo, or its equivalent ( ~= 108) 
and section five begins where the lower voices drop out. When these 
instruments enter again (measure 133 for the viola; measure 136 for the 
' cello) it is in the tempo J = 54. 

The division between sections five and six is not clearly marked. 
The ' cello assumes Texture A at the end of measure 147; the viola at the 
end of measure 149. The meter in all voices changes to J • = 36 in 
measure 146. In measure 150, after both of the lower voices have joined 
in Texture A , the meter of the lower voices changes to J = 36. 



C H A P T E R  V

F O U R T H  M O V E M E N T  

F o r m

The final movement is a free form in perpetual variation. For 

its material, it makes use of intervallic patterns from the first m o v e 

ment themes. These patterns are woven into scale lines, expanded 

into melodies, and used to form new motives and themes. The melodic 

materials derived from these patterns are treated characteristically 

in brief sections, some of which are only a few measures in length.

The sections, often sharply contrasted, are juxtaposed and frequently 

overlap. Some of them recur in variation.

In the first part of the movement, the sections are constructed, 

over a passacaglia theme. The form, while.free, suggests the rondo 

passacaille of the French Baroque, in that the theme reappears inter

mittently in rondo fashion. Near the end of the movement this theme

loses its passacaglia traits, and becomes absorbed into the variations,
2The movement begins with a ninety-five measure introduction,

 ̂The final movement begins in the third beat of measure 155 of 
section II, page 66,

2
Measure 155 through 249-

80
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As in the transition between the first and second movements, the 

instruments enter into the new texture and speed one at a time ( example 

46). The first violin takes the lead, introducing a running pattern of 

sixteenth notes which is unbroken through measure 200. The contrast 

in speed is extreme, although there is no immediate contrast in range 

or dynamics. The movement begins in the extreme upper quartet 

range. There is a gradual thickening of texture as the instruments 

enter one at a time, each extending the range a little lower. All four 

instruments (are muted. Irregular mezzo forte chords are super

imposed upon the texture of flowing sixteenth notes, beginning in

measure 167. Two motives, which recur throughout the movement,

3make their first appearance in the introduction, and the passacaglia 

theme is introduced on the last half of the third beat of measure 236.

Thematic Material

The thematic material consists of the passacaglia theme, a 

second theme constructed of ascending and decending scale passages, 

and two prominent motives. Although the two motives and the 

passacaglia appear in the introduction, the second theme delays its 

appearance until almost half way through the movement.

, -

Discussed on pages 90-91.
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Passacaglia 

The passacaglia is built around the interval of a third, replacing 

the traditional tetrachord of the Baroque passacaglia. A series of four 

minor thirds is followed by three major thirds, the last of which is 

raised a half step by an intervening minor second (example 47). The 

Example 47. Passacaglia theme 

theme appears tonally intact fifteen times. The replacement is more 

than just melodic. In the Baroque passacaglia the interval of a fourth 

pointed to the tonic-dominant tendencies which were evolving in the 

realization of tonality. Although the Carter movement lacks harmonic 

implications, the melodic third may be considered here as a tonic. 

Rhythmically, six of the first seven examples of the passacaglia 

resemble the seventeenth century variety in that they are in slow, 

steady rhythm and occur in the bass. A major difference, however, is 

that the Carter passacaglia establishes its own independent pulse 

which is often in conflict with the pulse and the meter signatures of the 
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upper voices ( example 48 ).

Example 48. Excerpt from "Variations, " measure 115

The first appearance of the theme occurs in the introduction in 

measures 236 through 248 ( example 47). It begins on the last half beat 

of a 3/4 measure. Successive notes occur regularly every six beats 

(using an eighth note as a unit of measure ), completely ignorning the 

meter, which changes to 3/8, 6/16, 4/16, and 3/4.

The second example, in measures two through thirteen ( "Vari

ations" ), is on the same pitch as the first. It begins in 5/4 meter
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with a note occurring on the first beat of every measure. It continues 

its regular pulse through a change to 3/4, 12/16 and 6/8 meter 

( shown in example 2, page 19 ) . 

The third statement (measure 42) is transposed up a diminished 

fourth to F. It begins on the second beat of a 2/4 measure with a note 

occurring every two and one-half beats. 

In the fourth statement (measure 70) a feeling for duple meter 

is established in all four voices. The theme begins on G. Notes ap-

pear on the first beat of every measure in 12/16 meter. 

The fifth statement, at measure 115 (example 48), is again on 

C#, and is heard in octaves in the viola and 'cello. The meter is 3/4 

changing to 6/8. The pulse set up by the bass line would correspond 

to a 5/8 meter with a note occurring on the first beat of every measure. 

The next statement (measure 139) occurs in the first violin, 

beginning on g#'. The rhythm is faster, with a note occurring on 

every other beat in 4/4 meter. 

Example 49. First occurrence of the passacaglia theme in a voice 
other than the bass 
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Beginning in measure 146, there is a fourteen measure passage 

which contains three brief homophonic sections. The two outer sec-

tions are almost identical, and use a shortened variety of the passacag-

lia as a bass. The first of these is shown in example 50a. The middle 

section uses repeated thirds in the bass line. It is shown in example 

SOb. The sections are interrupted with rhythmic fragments or trills. 

Example 50. Excerpts from "Variations, 11 measures 146 and 150 
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The chorale-like texture produced at this point is peculiar to the last 

movemento This texture is heard briefly at three other times. The 

other appearances are shorter, containing only one or two chord 

changes.^

At measure 179 the theme is heard in octaves in the viola and 

rcello beginning on D#. The meter is 5/4, but the pulse of the bass line 

corresponds to a 5/8. A  partial statement, also in octaves and begin

ning on A, immediately follows.

In seven of the next eight statements the theme loses its 

passacaglia character. The first two examples occur in the second 

violin, and begin on the notes er and f respectively. The first begins 

on the eighth beat of measure 308 (9/8 meter), and the second, on the 

second beat of measure 345. Both are in contracted rhythm with the 

second example being faster than the first ( example 51). The first of 

the two examples maintains a triple pulse against a duple pulse in the 

other parts. The second example is harmonized by the viola and * cello. 

The first five notes of this harmonization in the viola consist of the 

theme notes in parallel minor sixths.

At measure 382 the passacaglia appears in triple octaves in the 

second violin, viola, and rcello, on G#, in a still more concentrated

^Measures 86-88, 122-124, and 242-243 of the MVariations. M
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Example 51. Excerpts from the "Variations, 11 measures 309 and 345 
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rhythm (example 52a ). At measure 404, in an even faster rhythm, 

the first violin begins the theme onfr". In 3/2 meter, it appears 

grouped in five eighth notes to a beat. It is harmonized by the second 

violin and viola (example 52b ). At measure 408 it appears in parallel 

major thirds in the first and second violins. Its identity is almost 

lost in the flow of sixteenth notes which surround it (example 52c). 

Example 52. Excerpts from "Variations, 11 measures 382, 404, and408 

a. 

b. 

@Bv/1.------ ··------------------------
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c. 

PASSACAGLIA 

The last three examples appear in imitation between the first 

violin, viola, and 'cello at the interval of a tritone. The respective 

pitch levels of the first notes are e#'', b', and F. The first two of 

these appear in stretto in measures 451 and 452. The last example is 

in measure 456, in the same rhythm (example 53). 

Example 53. Three final statements of the passacaglia 
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PASSACAGLI A

Prominent Motives

The two prominent motives will be discussed together because 

they frequently occur in counterpoint or in the same melodic line. They 

bear a strong resemblance to the fifth theme of the first movement.

The first motive, referred to hereafter as motive A, is a replica of the 

first four notes of the second five note fragment of that theme in inver

sion. It consists of a descending minor second and major third 

followed by an ascending major second. The fourth movement motive 

and the first movement theme fragment are shown in example 54a. The 

second motive, motive B, resembles the fifth theme fragments by its 

quintole grouping, limited range, and use of small intervals. The 

shape of the motive occurs for the first time in one of the quintole 

groups of the initial cadenza ("Fantasia, " measure 14). The motive 

and the cadenza fragment, are shown in example 54b.
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Example 54. The two prominent last movement motives compared to 
first movement fragments

a. Motive A First theme fragment

f y-f Al i f u r""JjJLarxV „ £ ^ T

b. Motive B

=6=45

First theme fragment

Motive A  is introduced in the 'cello. It is heard repeatedly in 

its original, inverted, and retrograde forms in a pizzicato passage 

beginning in measure 171 of section II.

Example 55. First use of Motive A

^2i^Pizzt: arco Pizz.___Ail

Ĵ#̂ J i i Lit
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Motive B is introduced in a pizzicato passage in the first 

violin which begins in measure 200 of section II. The passage, shown 

in example 56, also contains two statements of motive A.

Example 56. First statement of Motive B

In measure 212, a statement of motive A  in the second violin is 

followed by motive B in the first violin, first in its original, then in its 

inverted and retrograde forms. The passage is extended through m e a s 

ure 220. The extension contains a statement of the fourth fragment of 

the fifth theme from the first movement (first group of measure 214), 

and one altered statement of motive A. The entire passage is shown in 

example 57. Motive A  is heard once more in the introduction in 

measure 239.

In the first measure of the "Variations, " motive B appears in 

the second violin, this time extended into a full melody. The exten

sion emphasizes progressions of major and minor thirds. An altered 

form of the A  motive is heard in counterpoint with this melody in the 

fourth and fifth measures. The passacaglia appears simultaneously 

in the 'cello ( example 58 ). This melody occurs again in measure
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Example 57. Excerpt from section II, measure 212 
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forty-one with some variation ( example 59 ), The first sustained note 

has more  than doubled its duration, and the fourth and fifth intervals 

are reversed in the descent following it. The perfect fourth in m e a s 

ure five of the previous example is inverted in this statement (m e a s 

ure 49 ), and the final note is approached by descent rather than ascent. 

This descent has been lengthened by one note, and the final interval 

expanded. The melody is accompanied by varied statements of motive 

B and motive A  in different rhythms, and by the passacaglia. In m e a s 

ure fifty-one an altered form of motive A  is cast into one of the signifi

cant rhythmic patterns peculiar to this movement. The sixteenth note

triplets in measures forty-eight and fifty form a third motive, which
5when expanded later in the movement, becomes the second theme. The 

third motive is referred to in the example as motive C,

Another example showing the use of these two motives in counter 

point with a third melodic pattern is shown in example 60. Motive B 

occurs in pairs in its original and then in its inverted form. The pair 

is repeated three times at the same pitch level, with different articula

tions o Following this there is one statement in retrograde inversion. 

The first pair is heard against a sustained major second. In measure 

322 the second violin enters with a repeated three note pattern made up

Discussed on pages 97 and 100-104.
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Example 59. Excerpt from the "Variations, 11 measure 41 
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Example 60. Excerpt from the "Variations, " measure 321

of a minor second followed by a minor sixth (major third). The 

pattern emphasizes the two prominent intervals of the quartet. It is 

frequently heard in counterpoint with motive B. In measure 323, the 

viola enters with motive A.

Combining the three voices in this manner produces two orna

mented versions of the B motive and its inversion. The ornamented 

versions are shown by Carter in a melodic outline which appears in 

small notation above the score of the second and third measures 

( example 61 ).



Example 61. Melodic outline of three contrapuntal parts, 
"Variations, " measures 322 and 323 

A similar example occurs in measures 418 through 428. 

Motive A is heard in the viola beginning on c#' followed by motive B 

in the 1 cello one octave lower. The first violin imitates motive B in 

97 

the next measure on c#', and continues with inverted, retrograde, and 

retrograde-inverted forms at gradually ascending pitch levels. On the 

second beat of measure 425, the strict serial treatment of the motive 

is discontinued, and a free expansion ensues. As in example 60, 

motive A and the melodic pattern discussed above appear in counter-

point with it. All three voices are in the same range (example 62 ). 

Second Theme 

A second theme, suggested by motive C in example 59, first 

appears in its complete form in measure 245 of the "Variations" 

(example 63 ). It consists of ascending and descending scale lines. 



Example 62. 
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Example 63. First complete statement of the second theme 

The theme recurs six times. Successive appearances give the 

impression of a progressively faster tempo. The theme appearances 

and their respective tempos are shown in Table 4. 

TABLE 4 

RELATIVE SPEEDS OF SECOND THEME STATEMENTS 

Example Measure Metronom'ic speed Rhlthm 

I 245 J = 180 5 ~JIJJ 4 

J. )' = 162) 2 283 = 54 ( 6 J. J. J. J. 8 

3 300 J = 81 ( ) = 162) 3 nnn 4 

J. 
):} 

4 304 = 81 6 mm~nnn 3 

J. 3 3 3 
5 307 = 81 3 mmm 4 

J ~=d 3 3 
6 324 = 81 ~ JJJJJJ ~ iJ1 m 
7 329 J = 162 ( J = 81) 2 .F.fn ffn 4 

The second, third, and fourth statements, and their ext ens ions 

are heard in direct sequence. A fifth statement overlaps with the 
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extension of the fourth. The first of this set appears in measure 283. 

The extension, which consists predominantly of stepwise motion for 

the first seven measures, turns into repeated statements of motive A 

in measure 294. Also, at this point, it is joined in counterpoint with 

the B motive and the melodic pattern discussed on pages 94 and 96 

(example 64 ). 

Example 64. Second statement of the second theme 
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As in example 60, a melodic outline of the three voices is shown in 

the score. 
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The next statement begins in measure 300. It is heard in the 

first violin beginning on b'', and with the exception of the transposition, 

is identical to the statement within the extended bracket of example 63. 

It is extended with two descending major seconds. The theme appears 

in eighth notes with a quarter note equal to MM. 81. 

The third and fourth statements of this series appear in meas

ures 304 and 307 respectively. Their interval pattern is the same for 

twenty-four notes. The second enters a major sixth higher, and at a 

slightly faster speed. Its extension is longer (example 65 ). 

Example 65. Third and fourth statements of the second theme 
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The final two statements are shown in example 66. They ap-

pear respectively on the second beat of measure 324 and on the last 

sixteenth note of measure 328, in the r cello and first violin. The inter-

val pattern of the first is the same as the statement at measure 304 for 

twenty- eight notes. In the latter there are two interval changes. 

Example 66. Final two statements of the second theme 

a. 

b. 



C H A P T E R  VI

S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S

Like all of Carterfs music, the quartet bears a personal stamp. 

While retaining the general characteristics of his style, it projects an 

individuality which distinguishes it from other works by the composer.

An outstanding trait is the extreme independence of line and the synchro

nization of unrelated tempos. These ideas are used in the ’Cello 

Sonata, and in the Eight Etudes and a Fantasy, but are not exploited as 

they are in the First Quartet, Their proper execution depends largely 

on the device of metric modulation, which Carter introduced in 1948 in 

the fCello Sonata,

S u m m a r y  of Formal Elements

Evidence of neoclassicism is apparent in the formal structure. 

The movements, although connected without pause, are clearly defined 

by sectional contrast. The use of a fixed form for the second m o v e 

ment, and a free rondo-passacaglia for the final movement are added 

neoclassic features. The use of recapitulation is another formal 

device. The return of the cadenza at the end of the final movement has 

a unifying function. In addition, there is a motivic relationship between 

the two outer movements. There are two other recapitulatory devices

104
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which are less obvious• The first and final movements are both free 

forms enclosing movements built on sectional contrast. In both the 

first and last movements, the primary technique of development is 

melodic expansion of motives.

S u m m a r y  of Thematic Elements

Thematic unity is achieved by means of a structural relationship 

between themes. Three melodic intervals, the major and minor third, 

and the minor second dominate theme construction and development. 

Most of the themes are motivic, and all but the sixth theme of the first 

movement are composed of predominantly equal-note rhythms.

In the first movement, four of the six themes are related to an 

ur-motiv. Melodic expansion, which characterizes the entire quartet, 

is present even in the motivic structure of the first movement. The ur- 

motive, either in its exact or varied form, constitutes the nucleus of 

four of the six themes. This motive is briefly expanded to form larger 

motives, which in turn function independently.

A n  even tighter structure is evident in the second movement 

where the two scherzi are built from a seven note motive, and their 

trios, from an expansion of the intervals of this motive. In the third 

movement, two contrasting textures function as theme substitutes. 

Although each texture is through-composed, the characteristics which 

give it its identity remain constant. In the final movement, the
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melodic materials are related to those of the first move m e n t „

The typical means of development is by melodic ex pans ion. 

There are no development sections as such, but rather, the entire 

composition is characterized by continual development. In most 

instances of theme expansion, characteristic intervals or interval 

patterns are repeated at various pitch levels. The fourth theme of the 

first movement combines a development of this kind, with an occasional 

use of serialism. The fifth theme of the same movement receives a 

classical serial treatment in that the theme is divided into equal sec

tions which are freely exchanged and treated in the various contra

puntal forms. No use is made of dodecaphonic melodies.

A  different type of serialism is applied to the seven note motive 

of the second movement. All but one of the possible combinations of 

consecutive intervals are isolated as separate motives. A n  important 

difference between the serial treatment of this theme, and of the fifth 

theme of the first movement is that, in the former, all four voices 

engage in the thematic exchange, while in the latter, the treatment is 

usually confined to a single instrument.

With the exception of the second movement, imitative devices 

are used only sparingly. In the fourth movement there are several 

instances of motivic imitation and one example of canonic imitation 

( see example 64). In the canonic imitation of the second theme, the
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second voice enters at a slightly accelerated rhythm, suggesting the 

technique of the Renaissance mensuration canon. In the second m o v e 

ment, imitative counterpoint forms the essence of the structure; 

however, the imitation is so fragmentary and rapid that one does not 

hear it as such.

In conclusion. Carter has avoided special effects and folk ele^ 

mentSo His search for an ^authentic American style11 has led him in 

the direction of asymmetrical rhythms, free use of serialism, atonal 

melodies, and concern with formal elements. Because of their c o m 

plexity and viruosity, his works are not often performed; however. 

Carter's main concern seems to be the creation of expressive and 

meaningful music. His philosophy is embodied in the quotation below:

In this age of publicity and advertising, it is in
creasingly difficult for a composer to keep his mind on 
the main responsibilities of his calling since such stress 
is placed by these media on immediate success and 
individual accessibility. Yet it should be obvious that 
today he has the same responsibilities toward society 
and his profession that he has always had, and that is to 
write the best composed, the most personal and meaning
ful music of which he is capable, regardless of whether 
it meets approval and success, and regardless of whether 
it is easy or hard to play or listen to now. If his work is 
good it will come to light sooner or later, if bad it will be 
forgotten. But it is important to remember that the exist
ence of the whole musical profession can only be made 
valid if there are commanding masterpieces to perform, 
for they justify all the hours of practice of performers and 
even the hours of training of listeners, and give the art of
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music its cultural importance.. The composer, therefore, 
must set his goals as high as he can, do his best, and let 
the musical world decide on the value of his work. ̂

* Oliver Daniel, "New Festival, tf American Composers 
Alliance Bulletin, V, No. 1, ( 1955 ), 55.
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